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Forum to focus on latest developments in the practical use of computer vision in machines that understand their environment using visual means
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PORTLAND, Ore.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Jan. 28, 2019-- Lattice Semiconductor Corporation (NASDAQ: LSCC) today announced that as part of its
investment in smart vision systems, it will host the upcoming Vision Industry and Technology Forum, a quarterly invitation-only event presented by the

Embedded Vision Alliance®. The Forum will be held at Lattice’s Silicon Valley Development Center in San Jose, California on Wednesday, January

30th, 2019.

Computer vision, also called visual AI, is the use of digital processing and intelligent algorithms to interpret meaning from images or video. Computer
vision has mainly been a field of academic research over the past several decades. Today, however, a major transformation is underway. Due to the
emergence of very powerful, low-cost, and energy-efficient processing, it has become possible to incorporate practical computer vision capabilities
into embedded systems, mobile devices, PCs, and the cloud. Over the next few years, there will be a rapid proliferation of vision technology into many
kinds of systems.

“As an active member of the Embedded Vision Alliance, Lattice is committed to enabling the growth of flexible, low power embedded vision technology
through innovative solutions such as Video Interface Platform and Lattice sensAI™ stack. The Vision Industry and Technology Forum brings together
distinguished speakers and invited audience drawn from the Alliance’s more than 90 member companies, and Lattice is honored to host and
participate in this important Forum,” said Deepak Boppana, Sr. Director Segment and Solutions Marketing.

Presentation topics include:

New results from the Alliance’s 2018 Computer Vision Developer Survey.

Deploying computer vision at scale to reduce the risk of older patients falling in hospitals and other healthcare settings.

Using computer vision at the edge to allow vehicle fleet operators to monitor and improve the safety of their drivers.

Unique perspectives and data on fundamental trends in ADAS and autonomous vehicles.

New approaches to enabling automated design of computationally efficient deep neural networks.

For more information, please visit https://www.embedded-vision.com/

About Lattice Semiconductor

Lattice Semiconductor (NASDAQ: LSCC) is a leader in low power, small form factor programmable logic devices. Our FPGAs deliver intelligence,
connectivity, and control solutions to the industrial, compute, communications, consumer, and automotive markets. Our unwavering commitment to our
global customers enables them to accelerate their innovation, creating an even better and more connected world.

For more information about Lattice, please visit www.latticesemi.com. You can also follow us via LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, WeChat,
Weibo or Youku.

About The Embedded Vision Alliance®

The Embedded Vision Alliance is a worldwide industry partnership bringing together technology providers and end-product companies who are
enabling innovative and practical applications for computer vision and visual AI for a range of market segments and applications, including automotive,
consumer electronics, gaming, imaging and more. The organization hosts the annual Embedded Vision Summit (May 20-23 in Santa Clara, California)
the only event focused exclusively on deployable computer vision and visual AI, attracting a global audience of companies developing vision-enabled
products from the edge to the cloud. Embedded Vision Alliance Membership is open to any company that supplies or uses technology for computer
vision systems and applications. For more information on the Alliance, visit https://www.embedded-vision.com. For more information on the Summit,
visit https://embedded-vision.com/summit.

Lattice Semiconductor Corporation, Lattice Semiconductor (& design), and specific product designations are either registered trademarks or
trademarks of Lattice Semiconductor Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States and/or other countries. Embedded Vision Alliance is a
registered trademark of Berkeley Design Technology, Inc.
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